
What  reason  does  the  author  suggest  is  why  so  many
professed Christians are immature in their walk of faith?

What course of action does the author suggest to correct
the wrong philosophy of discipleship?

Where does this corrective action start?

What has your reading taught you about discipleship?

You can download reading guides for The Master Plan of
Evangelism and other books at www.lifeisworship.com on

the Resources page.
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Chapter 3 — Consecration

What did Jesus expect from the disciples?

What inevitably happens to followers?

What qualification is placed on the statement from which
the previous statement is made?

FILL  IN  THE  BLANK:  “No  one  will  ____________________  a
person in whom he or she has no ____________________,  nor
____________________ take the step of ____________________ unless
he or she is ____________________ what the ____________________
says.”

On which truth can there be no compromise?

What  surprising  thing  did  Jesus  not  do  when  people
thought the answer to the previous question was too hard?



What did  those who chose not  follow Jesus  deliberately
do? [answer is not: “fell by the wayside”]

Read  the  last  sentence  of  the  paragraph  beginning:
“Perhaps this is why Jesus spoke so severely...” Why didn’t
Jesus have time for those who would not follow Him?

What does the author suggest was the reason why Jesus
tolerated the disciples’ spiritual immaturity?

What does obedience do for a  disciple?  [hint:  answer is
found in ¶ beginning: “Obedience to Christ thus was...”]

FILL IN THE BLANK: “Supreme obedience was interpreted
to be the expression of ___________________.”

What was the controlling principle of Jesus’ life?

What does the answer to the previous question show us
about Jesus?

FILL  IN  THE  BLANK:  “The  cross  was  the  crowning
____________________  of  Jesus’  ____________________  to  do  the
____________________. It forever showed that ____________________
could  not  be  ____________________  —  it  was  always  a
commitment unto ____________________.”

What was the cross for Jesus? [hint: each step]

What does the answer to the previous question mean for
the disciple?

What  important  lesson  about  leadership  was  Jesus
teaching?

In order to follow the Master’s will, what must happen to
our own?

Why is complete, uncompromised obedience so important
today?

FILL  IN  THE  BLANK:  “Unless  there  is  dedication  to
____________________  that  we  know  he  wants  us
____________________,  however  immature  our  understanding
may  be,  it  is  ____________________  if  we  will  ever
____________________ further in this ____________________.”


